


























   

   

 

 

Dosicards use 
 

Dosicard is a device that records the radiation dose that you will receive. It has 

to be started before you go on the spectrometer and stopped when you leave. 

At that moment, your dose record is transferred to a computer that will send 

your dose to your occupational doctor. 

 

Dosicard start : begin of work 

To start your Dosicard, slide it in the reader called 

« Entrée » and wait that the machine ask you your 

« code d’intervention ». Type in 204 « Valid ». 

Dosicard is on; astérisc and arrow are blinking. 

 

Dosicard stop : end of work 

Slide your Dosicard in the reader called « Sortie », wait a few seconds. The device tells you 

doses which have been recorded since the start of the dosicard, since last 7 days, since last 30 

days. 

 

In case of troubles or alarm, please contact the SPR, room 8, in corridor at the right of the 

main entrance of building 541. 

 

Some advices 

� Dosicard have to be used on spectrometers, they have to be 

« on ».  

� Best pratice* is to stop your dosicard at lunch time and each 

evening while leaving blg.541, and to restart it when you 

comeback. 

� Never leave your dosicard « on » on the instruments if you 

are not here. Stop it and leave it on your labcoat in the 

lockers available on a self-service basis at the main entrance 

of the hall of guides. 

� Mobile phones create perturbations in the operation of Dosicards, please do not 

leave them close together. 

 

 

* For your safety, alarm thresholds of Dosicards are set very tight. The way to use it described 

here should enable you to work without troubles. If alarms are reached, Dosicard will beep. 

Just contact the SPR to solve the problem. 
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